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ABSTRACT
Pounding between adjacent bridge segments are unavoidable in major earthquakes. They can not
only cause severe localised damage at the location of collisions, but could also increase the
relative girder displacements. This could render bridges unusable or pose threat to properties and
human lives. In this study, a two-segment scaled bridge model with different fundamental
frequencies was subjected to uniform ground excitations. The effects of pounding and soilstructure interaction (SSI) on the bridge relative responses were discussed. Based on the ground
motion applied and the properties of sand adopted in this study, it was found that pounding could
decrease the relative girder displacement in both fixed base and SSI cases, likely due to energy
dissipation from the impacts. In the case of SSI, the maximum relative displacement was reduced
due to pounding, but the residual displacement was increased. This could potentially affect the
functionality of the bridge post-disasters.

Introduction
Adjacent bridge segments often experience pounding or girder unseating during seismic events.
These have been observed in many major earthquakes such as the 1994 Northridge (Hall, 1994),
the 1995 Kobe (Chouw, 1995), and the 2011 Christchurch (Chouw and Hao, 2012) earthquakes.
Pounding between adjacent segments is inevitable during strong earthquakes because of
insufficient gap sizes of expansion joints. Typical gap sizes between bridges are only a few
centimetres to ensure smooth traffic flow. Girder unseating on the other hand, is often due to the
bridge relative opening displacements exceeding the bridge seating length provided. To minimise
relative responses of the bridges, they are often designed to have similar fundamental frequencies
(Chouw and Hao, 2008). In reality however, the segments could, at the time of occurrence of
earthquake, have different masses, for example due to different loads present at the time, and
thus have different fundamental frequencies. This means that even if they are subjected to
uniform excitations, the response of the segments could potentially be different.
Many past investigations have been done to investigate the effects of pounding on the response
of bridges, such as by Williams and Godden (1979), Malhotra (1998), and Ruangrassamee and
Kawashima (2001). However, most of the studies were conducted numerically and most studies
only considered fixed base cases. Li et al. (2012) conducted a series of shake table tests to
investigate the effects of pounding on a two-segment bridge system. They considered identical
bridge segments and the effects of soil-structure interaction (SSI) were not considered. They
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found that pounding could significantly increase the relative girder displacements and contribute
to girder unseating.
This paper discusses the influences of pounding between adjacent bridges for segments with
different masses and SSI on the relative girder response through a series of shake table tests. The
segments were subjected to uniform ground motions.
Methodology
Bridge Prototype and Model
In this study, the bridge prototype used was modified based on the Camilo del Norte Bridge in
California. The bridge spans over 15m and is 3.67m in height. In order to simulate pounding
between the two segments, two prototypes with different fundamental frequencies have been
used. This was achieved by altering the seismic mass. Principles of similitude outlined by Dove
and Bennett (1986) were used to scale the prototype to get the dimensions of the bridge model.
The scale factors used can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Scale factors applied to bridge prototype.
Parameter
Length
Time
Acceleration
Modulus of Elasticity
Mass

Similitude
NL
Nt
N a = N L /N t 2
NE
N m = N E N L 2/N a

Scale factor
33.33
2
8.33
80
10,666.67

A two-span bridge system was then constructed out of polyvinylchloride (PVC). The bridge
segments were modelled using two single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) lumped mass structures.
The parameters of the prototype and model are listed in Table 2. In the SSI case, the foundation
of the bridge model was scaled based on the area of the prototype bridge foundation. Each
foundation of the model was 150 mm long and 85 mm wide.
Table 2. Parameters of two-span bridge model.
Parameter
Bridge span
Pier height
Pier width
Pier thickness
Seismic mass, segment 1
Seismic mass, segment 2
Longitudinal frequency, segment 1
Longitudinal frequency, segment 2

Prototype dimension
15 m
3.67 m
0.4 m
0.2 m
34,560 kg
45,301.33 kg
2.25 Hz
2 Hz

Model dimension
450 mm
110 mm
22 mm
4 mm
3.24 kg
4.247 kg
4.5 Hz
4.0 Hz

Setup
The bridge model was fixed onto a 10 kN capacity unidirectional shake table. The considered
cases were: (1) fixed on shake table without considering pounding, (2) fixed on shake table
considering pounding, (3) placed on sand in a rigid sand box without considering pounding, and
(4) placed on sand in a rigid sand box considering pounding. When pounding was allowed, the
initial gap size between the segments was zero, whereas when pounding was not considered, the
segments were placed sufficiently further apart. A strain gauge was used to measure the relative
displacement of the segments. The strain gauge was attached onto a strip of flexible spring steel
to minimise its effects on the response. When there is relative displacement between the models,
the spring steel will bend, thus causing a change in strain which can be converted into
displacement. Strain gauges were also attached to the piers near the base to measure the bending
moments developed. The results discussed in this paper will be with respect to the scaled bridge
model. Figure 1 shows a representation of the setup of the system where it is fixed on the shake
table.
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Figure 1. Representation of setup of bridge system fixed on a shake table
To investigate the effects of SSI on the relative response of the bridge, the segments were placed
on sand in a rigid sand box. The inner dimensions of the box were 1070×800 mm. An illustration
of this setup is shown in Figure 2. Dry sand (properties as shown in Table 3) was rained into the
sand box from above. A rigid box identical to the one used to contain the sand was used for
raining the sand through holes drilled onto its base.
Table 3. Properties of sand used
ρ (kg/m3)
1503

Gs
e
e max
2.67 0.78 0.93

e min D r (%)
0.60 46.7

Rad and Tumay (1987) suggested that the relative density of the sand would not vary with depth
if it was rained from above a critical height. To ensure uniform properties of the specimen, the
sand was rained from a height of 450 mm. The sand was removed and rained before each test to
ensure uniform properties between tests.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the setup where SSI was considered
Ground Motions
The ground motion used in this study was stochastically simulated based on the NZS 1170.5
design spectrum for soft soil conditions, Class D (Standards New Zealand Technical Committee,
2004). Figures 3 and 4 show the target and response spectra and the time history of the simulated
ground motion, respectively. The scale factors mentioned above were used to scale down the
simulated ground motion before being applied to the bridge model. The ground motions
measured for the different cases, i.e. fixed base and SSI cases with and without pounding have
been found to be similar.
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Figure 3. Target spectrum from NZS 1170.5 and response spectrum of simulated ground motion
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Figure 4. Time history of the simulated ground motion
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Results and Discussion
Effect of pounding on bridge response
In this section, the effect of pounding on the response of the bridge system is revealed. Figure 5
shows the relative displacements between the bridge segments with and without pounding for the
fixed base case. The maximum relative displacement of the segments when pounding was not
considered was 11.23 mm. Pounding reduced the maximum relative displacement by about 1.47
times to 7.63 mm. For the fixed base case without considering the effects of pounding, positive
response refers to when the bridge models move apart from each other, and negative values refer
to them moving towards each other. When pounding was considered, there is only positive
response because they can only have relative opening displacement, as the initial gap size
between the girders was zero, i.e. the furthest they can close up is to the zero position. The
comparison in Figure 5 also shows that the fixed base case with pounding has more instances
where the relative displacement between the segments was zero, i.e. the response of the segments
were synchronised.
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Figure 5. Relative displacement between segments for fixed base case
In the case where SSI was considered (Figure 6), pounding also causes a reduction in the
maximum relative displacement of the girders, from 38.23 mm to 17.34 mm – a 2.2 times
reduction. A possible reason for the reduction of relative response between the segments is that
the collision dissipates energy thus reducing the movements of the segments. However, from
Figure 6, it can also be seen that pounding increases the residual relative displacement from 4.8
mm to 7.8 mm. This could also be severe as it could potentially affect the functionality of the
bridge if the permanent displacement between the girders is too large.
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Figure 6. Relative displacement of girders for SSI case with and without considering pounding

Effect of SSI on Bridge Response
The influence of SSI on the response of the bridge system is discussed in this section. The
relative displacement of the bridge segments for the fixed base and SSI cases without pounding
is plotted in Figure 7. It can be seen that the maximum relative displacement of the bridge
segments was 11.23 mm when fixed base case was considered, whereas when the effects of SSI
was included, the value increased to 38.23 mm, a 3.4 times increment. Furthermore, Figure 7
also shows that when soil was considered, the bridge has a residual displacement of 4.8 mm.
This was due to the deformation of the underlying soil.
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Figure 7. Relative displacement of segments for fixed base and SSI cases without pounding
This shows that the relative response of the bridge segments could be significantly
underestimated if the effects of SSI are not considered. Consequently, the girder seating length
will very likely be underestimated and this could cause girder unseating during major seismic
events. The residual displacement will cause a permanent increase in the size of the thermal
expansion gap and could render the bridge unusable. This could bring severe consequences as
bridges are one of the lifelines vital for evacuation and rescue missions during and post
catastrophes such as earthquakes.
Effect of Pounding and SSI on Bridge Response
In this section, the effects of simultaneously considering both pounding and SSI on the seismic
response of the bridge will be discussed. It was found from previous sections that pounding alone
decreases the maximum relative displacement between the girders, whereas considering just SSI
leads to an increase of the response. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the fixed base case without
pounding and the SSI case with pounding. It can be seen that although the relative displacement
was increased when considering pounding and SSI, the increment was reduced from 3.4 times as
found in the previous section (SSI no pounding vs. fixed base no pounding) to about 1.5 times.
The fixed base case without considering pounding had a maximum relative displacement of
11.23 mm, and the SSI case with pounding had 17.34 mm. Based on the ground motion
considered, the relative displacement between the bridge girders is significantly overestimated
when neglecting the effects of pounding, but is severely underestimated when neglecting the
effects of SSI. When considering only fixed base case, especially without considering the effects
of pounding, the residual relative displacement will be significantly underestimated, as pounding
further increases the residual displacement from 4.8 mm (Figure 7) to 7.8 mm (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Comparison of the relative displacement of girders when neglecting both pounding and
SSI, and when considering both simultaneously
Conclusions
This paper discusses the influence of pounding and SSI on the relative response of a twosegment bridge system. It is noted that the ground motion used in this study was only simulated
based on the New Zealand target spectrum for soft soil ground motion. Based on the applied
ground motion and the properties of sand used, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•
•
•
•
•

Pounding could be beneficial in reducing the relative displacement of bridge girders in
both fixed base and SSI cases. In the fixed base case, instances of zero relative
displacements were observed, i.e. the segments were moving in-phase with each other.
This reduction could potentially be due to the dissipation of energy from the impacts.
The maximum relative girder displacement could be significantly underestimated when
the effects of SSI is neglected. Bridge design based on this assumption could significantly
increase the girder unseating potential of bridge segments.
When considering both pounding and SSI simultaneously, the effect on the relative
response of the models is also combined. The maximum relative displacement was seen
to increase due to the effects of SSI, but is reduced by the pounding.
The combined effects of pounding and SSI also increased the residual displacement of
the bridge segments.
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